Sustainable Process
Adaptaspace believes that the first step to a
better environment starts from the beginning
in everything we do. From electronic document
submissions to the selection of green products,
Adaptaspace is always looking to improve our
environmental impact.
Design
By designing our custom console furniture
with a flexible frame, we are able to meet
user’s needs by using standard parts. By
increasing part quantities, Adaptaspace can
stream line production runs and reduce energy
consumption and labor requirements.
.

Procurement
Adaptaspace has worked with our suppliers
to eliminate paper orders, reduce or eliminate
non-recyclable packaging materials and take
advantage of environmentally friendly products
where possible. By sourcing materials
locally, we are able to reduce fuel and
transportation requirements.
Manufacturing
Working with our suppliers to create a
just in time schedule, Adaptaspace built a
smaller facility allowing us to produce high
volumes in a smaller space thereby reducing
our building’s environmental footprint. Our
facility incorporates transoms to increase
natural light, vertical storage and building
controls to reduce power consumption during
working hours or eliminate phantom loads
during evenings and weekends. Employees
are encouraged to reduce chemicals used for
cleaning, reuse wood, laminate and packaging
materials and recycle scrap metals
and wood products.

Shipping
Where possible, Adaptaspace blanket wraps
products for shipping or reuses packaging
materials from our suppliers. When required,
crates are used for shipping and can be reused
or recycled upon arrival. Customers are
encouraged to reuse packaging materials or
arrangements can be made to recycle
unused materials.
Installation
Our console furniture has been designed
to eliminate the need for on-site fabrication of
parts leaving the site free from construction
debris.
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